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Abstract

There are several theoretical and technical challenges
to be resolved in developing effective computational
models for mixed-initiative interaction. This paper
describes some of the unresolved challenges encoun-
tered in the development of a computational model
of dialog processing. This model was implemented in
the Circuit Fix-It Shop, a spoken natural language di-
alog system that was experimentally evaluated with
eight different users in 141 problem-solving dialogs.
From our experiences in developing a system capa-
ble of experimental evaluation we have noted at least
three difficulties in modeling mixed-initiative interac-
tion: (1) maintaining coherence during an initiative
change; (2) choosing an appropriate linguistic form
for a response as a function of initiative; and (3) pro-
cessing silence as a legitimate input and output. Our
experiences in dealing with these issues are the focus
of discussion in this paper.

Introduction
There are several theoretical and technical challenges
to be resolved in developing effective computational
models for mixed-initiative interaction. This paper de-
scribes some of the unresolved challenges encountered
in the development of a computational model of dialog
processing presented in (Smith & Hipp 1994). This
model was implemented in the Circuit Fix-It Shop,
a spoken natural language dialog system that assists
users in repair of an electronic circuit. The original
intent had been to make the system capable of mixed-
initiative interaction and to test this capability exper-
imentally. However, for reasons outlined later, the ex-
perimental evaluation focused on the variable initiative
capabilities of the system. Thus, while the system and
underlying computational model permit the system to
interact with users at varying levels of initiative, dur-
ing the experimental evaluation the initiative level was
fixed for the duration of an interaction. After a brief
review of our model for handling initiative, the paper
examines three problems encountered during the de-
velopment and evaluation of the Circuit Fix-It Shop:

(1) maintaining coherence during an initiative change;
(2) choosing an appropriate linguistic form for a re-
sponse as a function of initiative; and (3) processing
silence as a legitimate input and output.

Perspective on Initiative
For mixed-initiative collaborative problem-solving, we
take the view that initiative lies with the participant
whose goals currently have priority. Thus, while com-
puter initiative is characterized by giving priority to
the specific goals of the computer, user initiative is
characterized by giving priority to the user’s goals. If
natural language dialog is the medium Of interaction,
then dialog must be used to indicate who has current
control of the task. We characterize the relationship
between dialog initiative and task initiative as follows:
the level of initiative in the dialog should mirror the
level of initiative in the task. Consequently, the level
of initiative that the computer has in the dialog is pri-
marily reflected in the degree to which the computer
allows the user to interrupt the current subdialog in
order to discuss a topic more relevant to the user’s im-
mediate goals.

Based on this view and the view that initiative is
not an all or nothing prospect, four dialog modes were
identified that characterize the level of initiative that
the computer can have. These are described below.

1. Directive--The computer has complete dialog con-
trol. It recommends a task goal for completion and
will use whatever dialog is necessary to complete this
goal. No interruptions to other subdialogs are al-
lowed.

2. Suggestive--The computer still has dialog control,
but not as strongly. The computer will recommend
a task goal for completion, but will allow minor in-
terruptions to closely related subdialogs.

3. Declarative--The user has dialog control and can in-
terrupt to any desired subdialog at any time. How-
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ever, the computer is free to mention relevant facts
as a response to the user’s statements.

4. Passive--The user has complete dialog control.
Consequently, the computer will passively acknowl-
edge user statements. It will provide information
only as a direct response to a user question.

These four modes were implemented in the Circuit
Fix-It Shop. To provide for the experimental control
necessary to demonstrate that there were fundamental
differences in the interaction between computer and
user as a function of initiative, the dialog mode was
fixed throughout a given experimental session with a
subject. The system was tested using directive mode
and declarative mode during the experiment, and we
did observe some fundamental differences in the inter-
action (see (Smith & Gordon 1997)). However, during
development of the model for mixed-initiative dialog
several problems were encountered. The remainder of
this paper discusses some of these problems as they
manifested themselves during the evaluation of the Cir-
cuit Fix-It Shop.

Coherent Transition during Initiative
Changes

In the model of initiative just described, initiative
change is characterized by switching the system to a
new dialog mode. Given that mode-switching occurs,
a key issue is how to ensure the coherence of the dialog
when mode changes. For mode changes where the same
conversational participant retains the initiative (i.e. be-
tween suggestive and directive or between declarative
and passive), maintenance of coherence should be easy
because the same participant’s goals have priority. But
for more extreme mode changes where the other par-
ticipant gains control, there is the risk that coherency
may be lost. For example, the following dialog segment
occurred in an early version of the Circuit Fix-It Shop.
Initially, the mode was declarative, with the user in
control.

C: The LED is supposed to be displaying
alternately flashing i and 7.

U: The LED is displaying nothing.
C: The power is on when the switch is up.
U: The switch is in the up position.
C: The switch is connecting to the battery

when there is a wire between
connector 111 and connector 120.

<User observes there’s no wire, but says
nothing about this>

U: Now what should I do?

<mode switch to suggestive>

Based on the theory outlined in the previous section,
the change in initiative to a computer-controlled mode
should cause the computer to direct the dialog toward
a discussion of its goals. Unfortunately, the system
produced the following response:

C: Turn the knob to i0.

a very confusing response with respect to the previous
utterances3 In selecting a response topic, the com-
puter ignored the context previously established and
simply used the topic recommended by the domain rea-
soning subsystem. The problem is in the failure of the
computer when it regained the initiative to adequately
consider the established context in choosing the next
topic of the dialog. A smooth transition when changing
dialog mode is necessary in mixed-initiative diMog.

Preliminary efforts at correcting this problem fo-
cused on algorithms for determining the relationship
between the computer’s goal and the previous user
goal, but no reasonable solution was found for the sit-
uation when there was no close relationship between
the different goals. Negotiation subdialogs (Lambert 
Carberry 1992) are a possible method of dealing with
this problem. In general, we noted this was only a
problem for mode changes where control moved from
the user to the computer. For mode changes in the
opposite direction, the user could initiate the topic
change, and the computer would automatically shift
the focus of its responses to the user goal. However,
given the lack of an automatic mode switching algo-
rithm, further work in developing a general linguistic-
based model for maintaining coherence has not yet
been completed. In general, there needs to be some
form of metadialog processing that can effect a smooth
transition between the current dialog topic and the
new topic that the newly controlling dialog participant
wishes to discuss.

Choice of Linguistic Forms
While the current dialog mode influences the selec-

tion of the topic to be discussed, another variable in the
response formulation process is the level of assertive-
ness to be used in producing a response. For example,
the dialog topic, "set the switch in the. up position"
can be introduced in a variety of ways as shown in fig-
ure 1. The topic of conversation for any of the first
set of utterances may be getting the switch turned up,

1The reason for this topic selection is that the computer
is interested in knowing what the LED is displaying when
simultaneously the switch is up and the knob is at position
10.
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Turn the switch up. (command)
Would you [please] turn the switch up? (request)
Can you turn the switch up? (indirect request)
The switch can be turned up. (statement of fact)
Turning the switch up is necessary. (statement of fact)

What is the switch position?
I need to know the switch position.

(request)
(indirect request)

Figure 1: Sample introductions to a dialog topic

but the directness of the request varies greatly. Simi-
larly, in the last two utterances, the topic of conversa-
tion could be learning what the switch position is, al-
though the form of the utterance differs in each. If the
dialog is to reflect the underlying task initiative, the
more assertive utterances would be appropriate when
the computer has the initiative, while the less assertive
would be appropriate when the user has the initiative.

For the Circuit Fix-It Shop, assertiveness as a func-
tion of mode was fixed. In computer-controlled dialogs
most computer responses were phrased as requests or
commands while in user-controlled dialogs the com-
puter utterances were primarily statements of fact and
indirect requests. While this seems sufficient for the
circuit repair domain, it may not be adequate in other
domains.

Consider the dialog excerpt of figure 2. This ex-
cerpt from the murder mystery domain is a modifica-
tion of an annotated computer-computer interaction
presented in (Guinn 1996) where the actual messages
passed between participants are logical forms rather
than natural language utterances. The initial ques-
tion has Holmes yielding control to Watson where Wat-
son’s task goal is to prove Suspectl0 is the murderer.
The initiative remains with Watson until utterance 12,
where a conflict begins about who should have the ini-
tiative. In this revised excerpt, both speakers use re-
quests and assertions when initiative is still with Wat-
son and also when initiative is being negotiated. It is
an open question as to how to incorporate choice about
the surface form of the utterance for a fixed level of ini-
tiative within a mixed-initiative framework.

Silence Processing
In a collaborative interaction, silence may sometimes
simply be a sign that a participant is working quietly
while at other times it may indicate a collaborator is
having difficulty completing a particular task. How
tile computer handles silence demonstrates its level of
patience and will be a function of its current dialog

mode. Silence can be considered a user input just like
a verbal utterance. Intuitively, the level of patience
demonstrated will be in inverse proportion to the cur-
rent level of computer control in the dialog. Conse-
quently, the system will be most patient in passive
mode, least patient in directive mode, and the level of
patience will gradually increase as mode moves from di-
rective to suggestive to declarative to passive. Patience
can be computationally characterized in two ways: (1)
the length of time that the system will accept silence
input before acting; and (2) the type of action taken
once the computer decides that silence has gone on too
long.

Determining the correct amount of time the system
should wait for a response from the user should be
a function of the current dialog mode as well as the
current task step. For instance, measuring a voltage
normally takes more time than identifying an object.
Consequently, the computer should be willing to wait
longer for a response after requesting a:voltage mea-
surement. The use of such information requires that
such knowledge be available from the domain reasoning
subsystem. The time out parameter will be the spec-
ification of the maximum amount of time the system
should wait for a response to its most recent utterance.

If the elapsed time after the most recent output ex-
ceeds the allowed time out parameter, a silence inter-
rupt is generated. We propose the following rules for
generating a response after a silence interrupt. The
rules are a function of the current dialog mode and
the number of consecutive silence interrupts generated
without an intervening user response.

1. Current Mode = directive or suggestive -- The 1st
interrupt invokes a query of, "Did you hear me?".
The 2nd interrupt causes the computer to initiate
attempts at getting the user to perform each of the
substeps for the current task step. For example, if
the current task step is to set the switch to some
position, the computer may now respond by asking
if the user sees the switch. Thus, the only differ-
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1: Holmes
2: Watson
3: Holmes
4: Watson
5: Holmes
6: Watson
7: Holmes
8: Watson
9: Holmes

10: Watson
11: Watson
12: Holmes
13: Watson

14: Holmes:

15: Watson

Who is the murderer of Lord Dunsmore?
Is it the case that SuspectlO is the murderer of Lord Dunsmore?
Do you know if SuspectlO had a motive to murder Lord Dunsmore?
Yes.
Is it the case that SuspectlO had access to poison?
Yes.
Is it the case that SuspectlO had an opportunity to administer the poison?
I do not know.
I am unable to determine whether Suspect10 is the murderer of Lord Dunsmore.
I do not know either.
Is it the case that Suspect9 is the murderer of Lord Dunsmore?
What about Suspect7? Is Suspect7 the murderer of Lord Dunsmore?
I have proven that Suspect9 has a motive to murder Lord Dunsmore and Suspect9 had access to
the poison.
I have proven that Suspect7 had access to the poison, Suspect 7 had an opportunity to
administer the poison, and Suspect7 has a criminal disposition.
Suspect 7 is the murderer of Lord Dunsmore.

Figure 2: Sample Annotated Computer-Computer Mixed-Initiative Dialog

ence between directive and suggestive mode, the two
modes indicating computer control, is the value of
the time out parameter (greater in suggestive mode).

2. Current Mode = declarative -- As above, the 1st
interrupt invokes a query of "Did you hear me?".
However, the 2nd interrupt invokes a query of "Can
I help you?", because in declarative mode the user
is considered to be in control. Thus, the system
exhibits more patience. Finally, the 3rd interrupt
will cause the system to repeat the information pre-
viously stated before the original silence interrupt.
The system demonstrates much greater restraint in
its responses in this mode than in the modes indi-
cating computer control.

3. Current Mode = passive -- This mode will have the
longest delay before a silence interrupt occurs. Once
it does occur, the system will transition to declara-
tive mode, and subsequently follow the steps pre-
sented above.

These rules reflect the idea about dialog mode that
the level of patience should be inversely proportional
to the level of initiative the computer has. For passive
mode, the longest time interval is required for a silence
interrupt to trigger. In declarative mode, the computer
will prompt the user, but only about the current ac-
tion in the dialog without pushing the user by giving
more details. In the computer aggressive modes, direc-
tive and suggestive, the computer will try to push the
user by mentioning substeps about the current action
and will not wait as long for silence interrupts as in
declarative and passive modes.

A consequence of this algorithm is that if silence is
a valid input, then silence can also be a valid output
as in the two situations described below.

1.

.

After a silence interrupt when the computer has in-
voked the goal of "Did you hear me?", and the user
has responded with "Yes." This indicates there is
no need to repeat the previous computer utterance.
A segment of dialog illustrating this is as follows:

C: Is anything else on the LED on?
<silence interrupt>

C: Did you hear me?
U: Yes.

<No response from the computer>
U: The LED is off.

After a silence interrupt when the computer has in-
voked the goal of "Can I help you?", and the user
has responded with "No." This indicates the com-
puter should continue patiently waiting as shown in
the following dialog situation:

C: What is the voltage between connector
121 and connector 120?

<silence interrupt>
C: Can I help you?
U: No.

<No response from the computer>
U: 9 volts.

There remain some unexplored possibilities where
the computer should also not respond. These possibil-
ities involve consideration about dialog mode and the
level of initiative that the computer has. For exam-
ple, when the user has more initiative, and has just
acknowledged comprehension of some piece of factual
information provided by the computer, it may be more
in keeping with the concept of reduced initiative for the
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computer to wait patiently for further input from the
user before providing another piece of factual informa-
tion. This currently remains unexplored.

A crucial technical problem with silence processing
is that it violates the turn-taking protocol. That is,
sometimes the computer can give multiple responses
without an intervening user response. In testing our
system, this caused users to believe they could give
multiple responses at any time, which was technically
unfeasible. It was concluded that the implementation
of the silence processing algorithm caused more confu-
sion than assistance because the system did not permit
arbitrary violations of the turn-taking protocol, and so
silence processing was disabled for the formal experi-
ment.

Issues in Evaluation
The most extensive study of the effectiveness of mech-
anisms for mixed-initiative dialog has been conducted
by Guinn (see (Guinn 1994) and (Gninn 1996)). 
achieve this, he used computer-computer simulations
to obtain the large number of data points needed to
make quantitative conclusions about the effectiveness
of strategies for selecting the participant who should
have the initiative at the current point in the dialog.
Evaluating the effectiveness of the same strategies in
actual human-computer interaction is a significantly
more daunting challenge. From our experiences in eval-
uating the Circuit Fix-It Shop we can summarize some
of the problems as follows.

¯ The time required to obtain an equivalent number
of data points is prohibitive.

¯ In computer-computer interactions the participants
can exchange messages using a logical form of rep-
resentation while human-computer dialog requires
construction of a fully functional natural language
interface.

¯ Learning effects are difficult to control. If a longitu-
dinal study is attempted, two different subjects with
the same amount of experience with the system will
possess different amounts of knowledge about how
to successfully complete the task and interact with
the system.

¯ Human subjects are likely to bring pre-existing bi-
ases about system capabilities that will influence
their behavior when interacting with the system.

The traditional way to deal with variability in hu-
man subjects is to use such a large number of subjects
that these variabilities cancel out over the large number
of data points. This seems to be a problematic solution

for the near future for evaluating human-computer di-
alog systems. Development of alternative strategies for
measuring the effectiveness of computational models of
mixed-initiative must coincide with the development of
the models themselves.
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